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Abstract: The winds derived from the Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS)
measurements have been the subject of great interest since the 1978 mission,
because of the promise of radically improved wind observations over the world
ocean. Due to the early end of the mission, only a few of the planned ground-truth
validation experiments could be made, and the subsequent lack of sufficient high-
quality independent wind data for comparison has limited the ability to resolve
critical issues regarding the scatterometer's performance and the correct
interpretation of its signal. Operational weather observations were made of ocean
winds independent of Seasat mission plans during the Seasat mission period;
reported here are the results of a comparison study using such obbervations.
Previous verification with in situ winds has been primarily in middle latitudes
(GOASEX, JASIN, and NDBO buoys); here they compare winds observed from nine
, tropical Pacific islands with nearly contemporaneous measurements taken by SASS
during overpasses of the islands.
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A Day-to-Day Comparison Study of Seasat Scatterometer Winds
with Winds Observea from Islands in the Tropical Pacific
Jerry Davison and D.E. Harrison
ABSTRACT. The Seasat scat,'erometer observed near-surface vector winds over the world ocean
from an 800-kin orbit by measuring radar backscatter from the wind-roughened surface. The early
end of the mission in 1978 forestalled some of the planned ground-truth validation experiments;
questions remain about the instrumen,'s performance, in particular away from mid-latituoes. To
increase the geographical range of SASS and in situ comparison experiments, we have compared data
from islands in the tropical Pacific and contemporaneous scatterometer winds. We used satellite
winds derived from two different wind vector algorithms (the signal processing that reduces the radar
backscatter to wind speed and direction). The SASS-2 algorithm due to Wentz provides clearly better
agreement in wind spe_ than the earlier SASS-I algorithm. SASS-I speeds tend to be higher than
the island meas-,rements by about I m s-t while daily mean SASS-2 minus island wind speed
differences aver.,ge --0.67 m s-1 over the islands. RMS differences between SASS-2 and the dail_
mean island data average 1.7 m s-t; the SASS-! RMS differences average 2.2 m s-_. Because the
Seasat wind algorithms yield solutions with more than one possible direction, a single direction can
only be selected from the others using ancillary information. We compared direction results ,"tomthe
objective selection method developed at the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres, as well as results
from the somewhat artificial method of selecting the SASS direction closest in agreement with the
comparison island direction. When averaged over tens of days the Goddard directions agree closely
with the island observations. However, Godd,_.rddaily average directions exhibit considerably h_gher
variance than those measured at the islands. The closest direction technique gives daily mean SASS
minus island RMS direction differences averaging 20 degrees over the nine islands; the Goddard
RMS differences average 52 degrees. Day-to-day comparison figures of vector winds from GLA
SASS-I and the islands permit detailed examination o1 the SASS-d_:dved wind fields in the tropical
Pacific near the comparison islands.
SECTION I
I. INTRODUCTION
The winds derived from the Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) measurements haw_
been the subject of great interest since the 1978 mission, because of the premise of radically
improved wind observations over the world ocean. Due to the early end of the mission, only a
few of the planned ground-truth validation experiments could be made, and the subsequent lack
of sufficient high-quality independent wind data for comparison has limited out, ability to resolve
critical issues regarding the scatterometer's performance and the correct interpretation of its
signal.
Ope, ational weather observations were made of ocean winds independent of Seasat mis-
sion plans during the Seasat mission period, and we-report here the results of a comparison study
using such observa:ions. Previous verificat;on with in situ winds has been primarily in middle
latitudes (GOASEX, JASIN, and NDBO buoys); here _ compare winds observed from nitie
tropical Pacific islands with nearly contemporaneous measurements taken by SASS during
overpasses of the islands.
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2. THE SATELLITE DATA SETS
Seasat measurements were ended by a short circuit less than 4 months after the satelhte
wa_ launched in June 1978. During the 9b-day hfe of the mission the scatterometer indirectly
observed near-surface winds, from an 800-km orbit, by measuring radar sr ,tter from the
centimeter-scale ocean surface roughness. The literature on Seasat and SASS is voluminc_,ds, and
the newcomer to the subject will find O'Brien et al. (1982), and two journal special issues
(Bernstein, 1982, and Kirwan et al., 1983) good introductions.
While earlier work (Moore and Fung, 1979, present a historical review) showed that
Seasat's Ku-.band radar backscatter is clearly related to near-surface wind strength, the precise
relationship is largely empirical and still under discussion. And, although scattering anisotropy
allows extraction of wind direction from the normalized signal (sigma-0), there are two to fot_r
directions corresponding to a particular solution, so that direction is fundamentally ambiguous
for this instrument. The candidate directions are often referred to as the wind aliases, and
selection of the preferred one is called dealiasing.
We have examined two complete-mission data sets of SASS winds provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. Both were prepared from sigma-0 values binned into a grid with 100-kin
resolution perpendicular to the satelhte subtrack, work done at the Atmospheric Environment
Service of Canada: Wentz (1986) presents details of the process. The f'trst set was prepared
using the SASS-I wind vector algorithm made final in scatterometer verification against
GOASEX and JASIN wi,lds (see Schroeder et al., 1982, and Jones et al., 1982). The data set
was processed further at the Goddard Space Flight Center, where an atmospheric general circula-
tion model at the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres was used along with other informauon in
an objective scheme to dealias, : winds; see Atlas et al. (1987) and Baker et al. (1984) on this.
We shall refer to this data set as SASS- 1 and the dealiasmg choice as GLA's.
The second data set uses a different wind vector algorithm to derive the winds, one devel-
oped by Wentz et al. (1984, 1986) in response to perceived significant shortcomings in the
SASS- 1 algorithm. These winds were dealiased by choosing the alias closest to the alias selected
by the GLA scheme in the SASS-I dealiasing. We shall refer to this data set as SASS-2.
3. THE TROPICAL PACIFIC SURFACE WIND DATA SET
The New Zealand Meteorological Service operates a network of surface observing stations
on islands in the tropical Pacific, where wind speed and direction are reported several times per
day. We chose nine of these stations near the Dateline situated in a rough line from 3"N to 1I'S,
where wind data are available during the Seasat mission period, for comparison with the SASS
data sets.
2
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Though the island winds are not of the same quality as state-of-the-art measurements from
surlace moorings (see, for example. Halpem, 1984), l.uther and Harrison (1984), HalTison
(1987), and ttarrison and I other (!989) have shown that thcy appcaJ useful for a variety o!
',tt,'hes L,f tropical Pacific variability. The', aL,,o compare well with climatological monthly
means based on surface observations trom shigs over the same time period, and have high
coherence between adjacent islands at all resolved energetic periods. Mo_t of the data used here
are based on Beaufert observations of sea state, from the low-lying atolls While we recognize
that there are differences _tween point data averaged from several-times-per-day observations
and the nearly instantaneous area averaged winds from SASS, we believe the averaging scheme
we use over these time and space scales in the tropics yields reasonable results.
4. COMPARISON RESULTS
For comparison against each island record we selected those SASS observations where the
center of the 100-kin SASS grid cell ;ay within a 2 × 2 degree square centered on tha" island. We
computed daily averages of each record for comparison, usivg in the analysis those days where
both scatterometer and in situ winds were measured. The complete-mission record is 96 days
long. but gaps in both type records reduce the comparison time-series at the nine _slands to
lengths ranging from 34 to 66 points. We describe results for both the SASS- 1 and SASS-2 data
_,eb,.
a. CIo_;est Direction Alias Results
The ambiguity in SASS measured wind direcuon forces a choice of one from the (usually)
four ahases before comparison can be done. In thzs section we discuss island wind comparison
witll SASS data sets created by choosing from each observation time's aliases the one closest in
direction to the comparison island's daily averaged wind. fi_reach of the nine islands - what we
shall call the Closest Direction Alias. or CDA. CDA dealiasing has been used often in prior
comparisons. Because the direction statistics of CDA dealiasing are close to the best possible
_:nd the alias selection _s no" independent o! the comparison observation, the method is artificial
Oat has value in comparison studies. The wind speeds vary. little among the ahases, and are not
much affected by the choice.t
1
Figure la, showing the vector average winds over the entire O6-day mission at the nine
islands, overlays the island winds (dark vectors) with CDA SASS-I winds flight). Note that,
except for Niulakita, individual island directions _,_greewithin 5 degrees; the average difference is
0.8 degrees, Niulakita included, in all cases SASS-I wind speed is the greater, with an average
difference of 1.2 m s-I. The nine-island average wind speed over the complete-mission perkxt is
5.1 m s-_. Figure lb presents the same comparison using SASS-2 data. Wind directions are
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(a) CDA SASS-!. (h) CDA SASS-2. (c) OLA SASS-2.
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ne,_d', _dentlcal. but SASS minus island speed differences now average -q_.07 m., See TaNe 1
ft+rSASS versus islalld statistics for each of the. nine island i(_'atJons
RMS dlrecnon differences are on average 2() degret, for CDA deahasmg: RMS speed
thfferences for SA£',,-I ,' ;_',..... "_2 t ,., -i
. a_.._,,.., m _; , v,mJe 'he S,ASS-: average is 1.7 m s The design
specification of these values for the _'atterometer are __0 degrees, and +2 m s , for _,ind.,, al_,ve
4 m s_1. SASS minus island results are listed tn Table 2
Correlation coefficients between SASS-i and island v,rmd speed time series are significant
at the 5_ level for eight of the nine islands, _'hde for dlrectien this is true at six of the nine; four
are significant at the 1% level for both speed and direction. Every third daily value at the island:,
i may be considered independent, based on examination of the wind autocorrelation statistics.
i
I b. (;LA Dealia_d Results
i
[ in general, as an independent observanon of the _,md will not be available, the CDA
t dc.dlasing technique cannot be u_ed; we now e,_::,.m.!,_,:_..,_:lts with the GLA dealiased data set.
Since the GLA ,,ind directions are ,_elccted b;, companr, g al,ases v,lth winds forecast by a
general c_rculation model, this methc_ of dealiasing can be avadable on an operational and
,x:ean-wide basis. In _he GI.A _'heme SASS measurements _,lthm 3 hours of model 6-hourly
fleecasts are dealiased m a three-pass procedure. T_o-aha_ reports are deaha,,ed m the first pass.
_,hcre forecast winds from the nearest four grid points ¢tlae grid is 4 degrees m latitude by 5
de,.'ree,, m longitude) are bdmearly interpolated to each SASS v.md k×'amm: the SASS solution
cl¢,,est to that dlrecuon is chosen pwvtded it ts _thm 75 degrees, other_'lse no Jeaha,,ing _,.
th,ne there. Follo_mg modification of the _md field taking _he deahased _md,, into account.
'we, sml_larly iterated passes attempt to deahas the more amhg:Jous _md,,, ,,peclfymg narrow.
:htn w_der dzrectional difference hmits between the anal}sis and sele_.ted SASS ahas direction,,.
m the last pass 75 degrees is aga:n the max_mt.,m difference ailo_ed, otherwise a measurement is
not dealia,,ed. It was possible to dealias three-fourths of the data _t with thts method.
The CDA and GLA methods selected the s_:me ahases 67_ of the time both me_hods chose
an alias. Figure lc shows the vector average winds as in Fig. lb e,_cept the (;LA dealias choice
is used. the nine-island average direction difference _s now 5 degrees and the RMS diJection
difference averages 52 degrees. Correlation coefficients tot d_rect_on between island and GLA
SASS winds are significant at the 5r£ _and I_ ) level for one compan,a_n only.
, c. Variability and Steadiness Results
The variability in the SASS winds is gre='ter than that m the island w,nds, although this is
more apparent in speed than direction for CDA deaha:;mg. Here. where the average island w_nd
,,peed standard devtation _s 1.5 m s 1, for SASS I _t ts 2.._,m s i and for SASS-2 it _,_.._ I m s
5
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IABI+F+ I I.,landarid %A%+',Jad'. :t_.ur._.+',,,rodm,.'a.urcrTwt_!_tJ-t,. -
But_l_rl "Taruma(kc.m Bcru Arl+r3cN,mumca %ul [ t,na,+ut_l'%=tJl',JJ,.ll._
",o. of oh', (GLA SASS- I ) 40 +4 5_ 65 ++6 64 44 56 54
t
Average speed (m +-t)
l,,land 4.2 4 't 4 4 5 6 4 5 s 3 5 t+ 5 1 6.4
SASS-1 5.9 5.3 5 2 6.4 (- 6 6 1 67 6 7 g.()
SASS-2 4.4 4 0 3 ,4 5.2 5 ? 4 X 5 5 5 3 6 8
Speed std dev (ms t)
Island l.l 1.-" 1 _"_ 1 I 1 I _.1"_ _I+ _.(t"_' 1 l
SASS-I 2.0 2 1 2 () .....-' "_ " _ ." 1 ." 4 __"_ _'_()
S.\SS-2 1.7 20 1._ 2 (t 2 2 2 t 2 _ 2.1 2.9
.I rerage direction (degrees,
i,,land 127 lt):_ :45 u- U2 Ul (+2 ]t14 uh
('I)A NASS-1 I_1 t'++ u2 u-I xt+ t,_ '12 Ill4 II4
t;[. \ S.\SS-I I(12 u_ _u xt+ ._e, '+m 11_<1 l(",_ 120 '
i)ireclio n _td de; t degree s)
l',l,w _ 21) _ _,() 21 _ 45 51 -14 40
('I)A %., '; I 2g 2t, :+-1 22 1¢+ 4t, .1,) 4-1 37
(;I.A S.XSS-I 5-I 54 72 _4 s,_ 5h St) 47 51
._teadi,+_e._._
Island 1)94 (,.92 (1t)2 (192 ()t)_ () 79 (1 72 ().8() 0.83
('DA SAgS-I (1 t+l (l 8_; ()';3 (I+_;2 ()t)J t) _'" () 7t; (Lgl ().,_7
(;I.A SASS- 1 117_ (I.71 {15_ (175 ()7_ (I "5 074 ,176 977
Correlation with island"
SASS-I speed 0.47 0.64 0.68 0.42 0.45 0.60 0.60 0.8! 0.71
CDA SASS-I direction 0.51 0.71 I}.83 0.67 (_ I I {) (_ 0.46 () 43 0.87
Gl.ASASS-ldtrcct_on 4).17 026 It12 ()16 (l()6 --.()()g()_6 078 ()41
('_rrclal_on_ ',Jgmhtan! at II'_"5_ level arc l_dd. Ih(+,,,,t".tl_, 'qlznllitant at tht 1'; Ic_cl ar,"un.'lerlined a', wcll
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TABLE 2. Dailyaveragewinddiffereoce(SASS minus Island)statistics.
Butaritari Tarawa Ocear, Beru Arorae Nanumea Nui Funafuti Niulakita
RMS speed diff. (m s -i)
SASS-1 2.4 1.9 1.7 2.2 2.9 2.1 2.2 1.9 2.7
SASS-2 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.O 2.1 1.9 !.9 1.1 2.2
Speed diff. std dev (m s-I)
SASS-1 1.7 1.6 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.9 2.0 1.2 2.3
SASS-2 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.2
RMS direction diff. (degrees)
CDA SASS-I 7.4 18 18 18 18 23 25 14 24
GLA SASS- 1 64 52 71 57 56 55 45 29 42
Direction diff. std dev (degrees)
CDA SASS-1 24 19 19 18 17 z.6 25 14 19
• GLA SASS- 1 52 52 72 55 55 56 45 30 38
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The direction standard deviation averages 31 degrees for the island observations; for CDA
dealiased SASS it is 34 degrees, and 55 degrees for the GLA dealiases.
Differences in variability in the wind direction are shown clearly in the wind roses of
Fig. 2. Figure 2a is from the island record, 2b the GLA SASS-1 record, and 2c the CDA SASS-I
record. Steadiness (the ratio of the magnitude of the mean wind vector to the average speed of
the wind) averaged over the nine islands is 0.87:SASS-1 averages are also 0.87 for CDA
dealiases, but are 0.73 for GLA dealiases.
Scatterplot diagrams offer a perspective on the typical observational differences in both
speed and direction (Fig. 3). Here the scatter of island measurements versus SASS for the nine
islands is plotted in the four panels. Panel 3a is of SASS-1 speed and 3b the same for SASS-2.
Panels 3c and 3d show direction scatter for SASS-1 GLA and CDA dealiasing respectively.
Ther.e _sscatter in the cotrparison records, but the complete-mission averages agree closely
in speed and direction; differences appear to be random rather than systematic. Knowledge of
the averaging time required to sufficiently reduce these differences may prove valuable in
assessing the utility of the SASS winds. Figure 4 presents the RMS differences of SASS-2 GLA
dealiased winds and island winds as a function of averaging time. RMS differences in speed
(Fig. 4a) fall slowly with length of average, but more rapidly for direction (Fig. 4b), from a mean
of 52 degrees to below 20 degrees at 12 days.
d. Day.to-Day Comparison
While the statistical properties of the comp:u'ison offer a summary description, a day-to-
day presentation of the SASS winds and the island winds together permits detailed examination
of the comparison series.
Figures 5 through 8 present daily average direction and speed comparisons separately for
each of the nine islands. In each of the figures, the island time series values are plotted using ×'s,
and where unimerrtfpted, connected with a line; the SASS values are plotted using unconnected
squares. In these figures, the time series at the island locations are ordered by latitude from north
to south. Figure 5 is of the island and SASS-1 GLA direction time series. Obsera,ations from the
islands show generally greater directional variance south of and away from the Equator, while
this is not Irue of GLA directions; these maintain a roughly constant direction standard devi:ttioni
i comparable to the island standard deviation at the southern islands. Figure 6 also shows ishmd
i wind direction, but with SASS-1 CDA aliases overlaid, island and CDA directions agree more
closely, but recall that the CDA alias is the SASS alias closest in direction to the island wind.
Figure 7 compares island wind speeds with SASS-I speeds, and Fig. 8 island speeds with
SASS-2 speeds. The latitudinal trends of speed standard deviation are similar to the trends in
diiection variability, with the off-equatorial southern islands possessing a higher standard
1990018907-014
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deviation than the equatorial group, and the SASS values roughly constant and (fox SASS-2)
comparable to the southern island values.
Perhaps the most intriguing figures in this report are those giving the higher,,, amount of
detail it: the winds. In Section II we present a day-to-day comparison of the isl:md and SASS
vector winds; the island winds are daily averages, while the SASS winds are the instantaneous
GLA de_liased SASS-1 winds measured within the study area in a 24-hour period. We chose the
GLA SASS-1 winds for these figures as this is the data set directly dealiased ocean-wide by the
Goddard procedure. Showing tbe relationship between SASS-I and SASS-2, Fig. 9 presents a
comparison of the results of the two wind vector algorithms. Figure 9a plots SASS-1 GLA
ve_,:us SASS-2 da, ly average directions from the nine island locations; 9b is a similar plot of
SASS-1 versus SASS-2 daily average wind speeds. While both. direction and speed correlate
closely, the difference in average wind speed between the two zlgorithms is apparent.
The geographical region of these figures extends from 20"S to 20"N, and extends 60
degrees in longitude, from 145"E to 155"W; the islands are approximately centered in this area.
The figures include all winds used in the comparisons and present the spatial and temporal
variability of the SASS winds in detail. Note that the SASS winds usually occur in double strips,
each about 5 degrees wide; strips running from lower right to upper left are along the track of the
satellite ascending from south to north. The double strip resulted from SASS radar scans on
either side of the satellite subtrack. Strips running from upper right to lower left are along the
track of the satellite descending, travelling from north to south. The approximately 25 degrees of
longitude separating sequential a._ending or descending strips results from the rotation of the
earth. The satellite circled the earth 14 times daily, and scanned the entire global ocean once
every 3 days. Single strips occur when SASS was scanning only one side of the spacecraft, and
gaps in the strips occur; this can be due to the GLA algorithm not choosing an alias at those
locations.
There are examples of very good and also very poor agreement betweer:, the island and
SASS vector winds in these figures. The comparison record begins on .luly 7 with sparse SASS
coverage near the islands, and few serious inconsistencies between the two _ries; winds near the
islands are generally easterly. On July 14 anomalous northwest winds are tracked in both series
near the Equator and 175"E, and near-island SASS winds are similar to island winds for several
days. Gn August 12 the island records show marked spatial vector differences, but the nearby
SASS winds agree in most cases. Other periods of confused patterns in both the island and
SASS records show varying degrees of similarity in the vector winds, for example the period
from September 30 through 3 October. The August 12 figure illustrates a striking characteristic
of the GLA winds, where (here near Funafuti and Niulakita) differences in the wind direction
between ascending and descending tracks are well over 90 degrees. Ascending and descending
tracks in a single day are roughly 12 hours apart in small region_ near the equator. During
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periods of convective activity these changes may be entirely consistent with atmospheri condi-
tions, ltowever, the several days around 21')July have steady easterly winds at the i,,land.s, and
the reversal of the SASS GLA wind between ascending "w.d de:,cendizg ;.rack.,,_ear the center o!
the figure may be more qucstionable; but also note that the _sland winds nearby are quite weak on
that dav. lnsw.nces of this type of difference between crossing track.,, are not infrequent in the
GLA SASS data.
A possibly related situation, where there are .'..,,_pt changes in wind direction along a
single ._atellite track, occurs commoniy l-or examples. _e July 21)_west of Bert: and Aror_c on
the ascending track), Augus_ 16, and September 4 and 17. At least .some of tl-ese abrupt change,_
are the result of the development of intense convection bv the GLA GCM and the coarse resolu-
tion of the model at the time the dealiasing wa._ performed IR. Atlas. personal communicat_ont.
Due to the grid size, the model wind at a grid point affects the dealiasing choice up to 8 degree.,,
in latitude and 10 degrees in longitude. The model may pla,Jsibly simulate the respom, e to
unstable atmospheric conditions, but the implied scale of convective activity is large: resulting
model winds influence selection of SASS aliases in that area.
There appears to be considerable improvement possible in the dealiasing process, unless
the island winds are very misleading. Nonetheless, the dealiased SASS winds provide a fascinat-
ing look at the high f_quency variability of :he wind over the ocean, heretofore unseen. Further
study in the eastern Pacific, where the winds are much stronger and more steady, may help
determine whe'her the unusual behavior of the GLA winds noted near the islands is associated
with the generally we_ _,ind conditions in that area, or possibly due to other characteristic,, of
the dealiasing method.
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The,,;e comparisons support tl_e conclusnons of other investigators, that SASS measure-
ments can agree with in situ winds very well. Yet over the entire set of islands there is consider-
able scatter in the comparison, and correlation coefficients of the d:uly average GLA d_rectHm_,
,._ith the island winds are generally low_
We find that the mission-average wind speed,_ from the SASS-2 data set are very similar to
!
comparable averages from the tropical islands, while speed,_ from the SASS-I data set are
consistently about i m s .1 higher than the island data. A btas of th_s amount in SASS-I results.
toward wind speed higher than observed from buoys, has been noted previously le.g., Jones et
al., 1982); Wentz et al. (1986) reported SASS-2 resuhs very stmilar to ours. As the i,_land data
are primarily composed of Beaufort observations, we can offer this as independent suplx_rt that
the SASS-2 wind vector algorithm provides low-frequency wind speed results dire_.li_, compara-
ble with Beautort surface wind observations. At shorter time periods there is less agreement
between wind speeds, but the SASS-2 minus island RMS differences are generally lower than the
18
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2 m s I design criterion. The SASS-I minus Jsland RMS differences are about 0.5 m s-1 higher
than these.
Result,, concerning wind direction are less simple to ,.,,mm_dze. Using the CDA dealla.,,-
mg method, SASS design speclficatiolls are "net, but this method du_s not addres.,, the question
whether an independent selection of direction wdi y_eld compari_ns within speeificattons.
Earher work that included trained analysts m :he dealiasing process comp'tred favorably with
,,pecificiations: Wurtele et al. ¢1982) for example successfully dealiased a bruited subset _f the
SASS winds independen' of the comparison data Baker et _1 (I_,_84_used a version of the GLA
s,:heme which included ,;ubjective enhancement of the initial objectively determined _ ind field
to deahas selected regions of a 4-day subset of the SASS data .set. For _his period the:' report the
subjective re-an:llysis changed 21% of the wind vector directions, and that 10% of the objectively
deaha,,ed vector.', _,ere deleted, indicating the subjective analysis had value. There are however
over 2.6 mdlion wind vectors to be dealiased m the comDlete-m_s,,i<:n <t_6-dav_ record: there is
,tr_,ng induration to find olgjective means,,.
Our comparison_ indicate that the winds dcalia_d by the objectwe GLA procedure do not
meet the SASS RMS directional dst"erence _'pe_';£7",rinn hy a substantial amount, using the
tsland winds as a standard. Although this method chose the same alias as the CDA d-;,,_ia_i,,_,
67'k of the time, the remaining 33% typica'!y doubled the RMS direction difference, compared
_,.ith the CDA dealiased winds. Magnitudes of the differe0ce in wind directions were non-trivial;
16% of SASS-I GLA dealiased wirds differed from the island winds by more than 60 degrees.
While comparing deaimsmg methods ts not the same a,_ comparing obser_,ations, it Is worth
noting that Atlas et al. (1987) compared SASS winds dealiased by the objective GLA scheme
with a subset of the SASS record subjectively dealia_d by Pctehe_'ch et al (It)8..1) and found
that _verall both methods cho,,e the same alia.,, 73'7, of the trine; 13"/, of the winds differed b,,,
more than 6<1degrees.
It should be said that our comparison study is a demanding one for the Seasat _'at-
terometer, s,nce the average wind speed over the mx,,,,lon period at the nine islands is just over
5 m ,, _ Daily average winds are often le,,s than 4 m s-I at some ol the i.sl,mds. :he.,,e are below
the lower limit of wind speed measurement sensmvlty speczfied for SASS. SASS sensmvity to
[ direction may well decrease ill io_er wind speed,,: Schroeder et al I I982+, ,e ,mr SASS minus
JASIN ground-trulh directional differences as a functzon of wind speed m their Table 4 v,hlch
support thJs possibility.
We are hesitant to assert that the J._iandwinds should be treated with the same cunfidence
as wind from buoys; many observer and micrometeoro[ogtcal _ssues cannot be addres.sed in the
present island wind data _t. Nonetheless this stuJ,y should suggest caution in t,+e uncritical
acceptance of the objective GLA dealias chmces. Overali these result.,, indica'.e that the scat-
terometcr did _sse.',s the ability to measure trc_p,cal ocean near-surface wind speed ,,,,tthin
1990018907-025
"T
Sl_Cificanons of the instrument, and that better modehng of the _ ' • 'a_._ d._:r-_,,l,u relat_onshit: has
resulted from the continued study of SASS measurements; however, difficulty in dealiasing the
winds, or imprecision in direction finding ability, may require appropdat_ time or space averag-
,." ,'o reduce scatter m the measured wind field.
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